EMAILS TO CONFIE ADDRESSES
The Confie email system is a private email system intended only for purposes authorized by Confie. Confie prohibits numerous
unsolicited commercial email messages to be sent, or caused to be sent, to any confiegroup.com email address; prohibits any
email message to be sent, or caused to be sent, to any confiegroup.com email address that makes use of a forged header,
deceptive addressing, or which attempts in any manner to disguise the source of the email; and prohibits the harvesting or
collection of the email addresses of Confie employees, agents, and independent contractors from the Website for the purpose
of sending bulk email to confiegroup.com email addresses or for any other purpose.
Confie expressly reserves the right to take the appropriate measures to prevent the misuse of its email system by unauthorized
users. Confie’s failure to enforce this policy in every instance in which it might have application does not amount to a waiver
of Confie’s rights.
LINKS TO THIS WEBSITE AND FRAMING POLICY
The Website is protected by applicable copyright laws. Accordingly, you may not copy, distribute, modify, publish, replicate,
create derivative works, post, frame-in, or otherwise use any of the Website or the Content posted on the Website without prior
written permission from Confie.
Unless outlined by a specific agreement between you and Confie, any link created from another website to the Website must
(1) resolve to the top-level homepage of an Confie domain; (2) not remove, distort, or otherwise alter the size or appearance of
any Confie-owned logo or trademark; (3) not create a frame or any other browser or border environment around the Website;
(4) not in any way imply that Confie is endorsing any products or services other than its own or that of its subsidiaries and
affiliates; (5) not misrepresent your relationship with Confie nor present any other false information about Confie; (6) not
otherwise use any Confie logos or trademarks displayed on the Website without express written permission from Confie; (7) not
link from a website that is not owned by you unless you have permission from the owner to do so; and (8) not contain content
that is distasteful, offensive, or controversial, infringes upon any intellectual property rights or other rights of any other person,
or otherwise does not comply with all applicable laws and regulations.
You shall fully indemnify Confie for any and all losses or damages, without limitation, suffered by Confie and/or its subsidiaries
and affiliates for breach by you of the preceding paragraph.
LINKS TO THIRD PARTY WEBSITES
The Website may include links to websites that are owned and/or operated by parties other than Confie, which links are
furnished to you strictly for your convenience. Confie does not control, and is not responsible for the security of, or the content
or privacy policy appearing on the websites. Such links do not imply Confie’s endorsement or approval of material on any other
website. Please be aware that Confie is not responsible for the privacy practices of those websites. If you choose to establish a
link to any such websites, you do so at your own risk. Confie encourages you to read the privacy policies of every website you
visit, as each website’s privacy policy may be different from the privacy policy of Confie
TERMINATION
Confie reserves the right to terminate your access to the Website for any reason and without prior notice.

*InsureOne Independent Insurance Agency, LLC (“InsureOne”) is a subsidiary of CIGH Services, Inc. which is a subsidiary of
Confie Insurance Group Holdings, Inc
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